I. To evaluate the contribution which mechanoreceptor sensory neurons make to the defensive gill-withdrawal reflex we developed an isolated reflex preparation.
We then reduced this isolated reflex to a microcircu it (consisting of a single sensory cell and single motor cell) so as to causally relate the contribution of individual cells to the expression and plastic properties of the behavior.
2. Mechanoreceptor neurons make significant contributions to the amplitude and duration of the complex PSP in the motor neurons. A single spike in a sensory neuron produces an EPSP in the motor neuron which accounts for 7-36% of the complex EPSP produced by weak tactile stimulation of the skin. 3. More than 50% of the synaptic input to the gill motor neurons appears to be monosynaptic. Perfusing the ganglion with solutions of high divalent cations reduced the motor neurons' complex PSP by only 40%. 4. The population response of the mechanoreceptors to a point stimulus can be simulated by repetitively firing a single sensory neuron. Firing a single sensory cell discharges the motor neuron and produces a gill contraction similar to that produced by a natural stimulus. A recurring problem with the analyses of behavior and learning has been to determine quantitatively the causal contributions which individual neural elements make to the behavioral response and its modification. Ultimately one will want to know to what degree a specific neural circuit, proposed for a given behavior, actually accounts for that behavior.
Stated in a slightly different way, to what degree can the whole of a behavior be fully described in terms of the sum of its neural components.
One of the few behavioral responses for which a fairly complete neural circuit has been proposed is the gill-withdrawal reflex evoked by a weak tactile stimulation of the siphon skin of the marine mollusk Aplysin.
In the preceding paper we described some of the quantitative relationships between tactile stimulation of the siphon skin and the discharge of mechanoreceptor sensory neurons mediating the behavior and the relationship between motor cells and the effector organ (6). In the present paper we extend this a nalysis by examining the contri bution which these sensory neurons make to the behavior and its capability for short-term behavioral modification.
In a subsequent paper (unpublished observations) we will consider the synaptic mechanisms underlying the behavioral modifications. The reflex withdrawal of the gill of AplS,sia to tactile stimulation of the siphon skin is mediated by approximately 24 sensory neurons, 6 motor neurons, and at least 3 interneurons. Many of these neurons have been identified as unique individuals and the interconnections between these cells have been specified (4, 9, 10, 14). The quantitative contribution which individual motor cells make to the gill-withdrawal reflex has been assessed (14 Isolated reflex preparation. The siphon skin and gill along with the abdominal ganglion and intact peripheral nerves (siphon, genital, and branchial nerves) are removed from the animal and placed in a small (50 ml) experimental chamber perfused with artificial solutions. An electromechanical stimulator is used to deliver controlled-force tactile stimuli to the siphon skin (1) . The left ventral sheath of the ganglion is removed to facilitate the penetration of the cell bodies of individual mechanoreceptor neurons and motor neurons within the ganglion. Gill movements are monitored with a photocell. 2. Reduced gill-withdrawal reflex circuit diagram. While the population of mechanoreceptor sensory neurons innervating the siphon skin consist of about 24 cells, a given-point stimulus delivered to most areas will only excite up to 8 neurons due to the overlapping but restricted receptive-field size of the sensory neurons (4). The sensory neurons make monosynaptic direct excitatory connections onto interneurons and motor neurons (ref 9, 10; unpublished observations). Motor neurons L7 and LDG, make major contributions to the evoked gill contractions (14). sensory cells may contribute importantly not only to the early phase of the EPSP, but also to its total time course.
To test this possibility we combined paired responses from 11 preparations where simultaneous recordings were made from both a mechanoreceptor and a motor neuron involved in the reflex and examined a modified poststimulus time histogram (see METHODS) of the mechanoreceptor discharges in relation to the complex EPSP (Fig.  4) . The data illustrate two points: I ) the peak of the sensory discharge histogram precedes the peak of the averaged PSP and 2) sensory neurons fire throughout the duration of the complex PSP. The duration and shape of the sensory discharge histogram is the direct result of two biophysical properties of the sensory neurons. One (illustrated in Fig. 3 while raising the threshold of interneurons sufficiently to prevent their firing and, there-LDG, 4 fore, prevent their contribution to the complex PSP in the motor neurons. Clearly, the most direct way of testing the efficacy of these solu-~NT~-"-/~~~~~~J'~~,6-tions would be to make simultaneous recordings from a sensory neuron, interneuron, and motor Thus the E ,PP or, in this cas le, the EPSP will be if the ratio of [Cal a ml PW are held constant.
equal FIG. 6. Test of high divalent cation solutions. A: constancy of PSP size. Simultaneous recordings were made from cell L24 (7) and LDG, and the monosynaptic IPSP was examined in normal artificial seawater (ASW) and a high divalent cation solution. B: elevated threshold. Simultaneous recordings were made from identified excitatory interneuron L22 and motor neuron LDG,. B,: a moderate-to strong-intensity stimuli which would normally produce brisk discharges in both the interneuron and motor neuron produced only a single spike in L22. B,: firing a single spike in L22 with an intracellular current pulse produced a short-latency monosynaptic PSP in LDG,. (Fig. 2) . In any given motorneuron the contribution from a sensory neuron that connects to it would be expected to be about 12% (if all eight sensory neurons are activated equally and each produced the same size PSP). The contribution of a single sensory cell would be larger if less than eight cells are activated.
Stir?2rrlrrs-r~sp~)t~s~ churucteristics FIG. 7. Contribution of single mechanoreceptor of I'tgL'x neuron spike to complex PSP. A : response of mechanoreceptor neuron and motor neuron to wea k 0.6-g tactile stimulus delivered to the siphon skin. The motor neuron was hyperpolarized by approximately 30 mV to avoid the initiation of action potentials. A,: sensory neuron was fired with an intracellular current pulse which produced a s hort-latent y unitary EPSP in motor neuron. B: effect of repetiti vely stimulating skin with weak (0.6 g) stimuli of identical intensity. When the sensory neuron failed to fire, the motor neuron complex PSP was reduced.
In the previous paper we found that there was a graded relationship between the sensory discharge and the intensity of the tactile stimuli (6). If the mechanoreceptor neurons do in fact make large contributions to the behavior, one might expect that the properties of their stimulusresponse relations might be reflected throughout other transformations of the neural circuit. Figure 8 illustrates the results of a composite experiment designed to examine this question. 8. Stimulus-response characteristics of neuronal elements. A: typical responses of mechanoreceptor neuron, complex PSP, motor neuron discharge, and gill contraction due to 800-ms controlled-force stimuli delivered to the skin (see text). B: pooled stimulus-response relations for sensory neurons (taken from ref 6), motor neuron complex PSP, motor neuron discharge, and gill contraction. For complex PSP measurements the motor neurons were hyperpolarized by approximately 40-50 mV to avoid the initiation of action potentials. The peak amplitude of the PSP was taken as an index of its size. Motor neuron responses were scored as the number of spikes occurring during the first 2 s of discharge. Evoked gill contractions were scored as percent of maximum spontaneous or evoked interneuron II contraction (7). Best-fitting curves were determined as in Byrne et al. (6) . Figure  8A shows typical responses of a mechanoreceptor neuron, motor neuron complex PSP, motor neuron discharge, and gill contraction produced by tactile stimulation of the siphon skin at various intensities.
The stimulus waveforms and gill contraction are from the same experiment.
The sensory discharge and complex PSP and motor discharges are from three other experiments whose responses were evoked by stimuli of nearly identical intensity, as shown above. Although the four experiments were not done concomitantly, they are here aligned for illustrative purposes.
The main point is not the alignment however, but the graded nature of the response at each relay. The lower curves (Fig. @I) 9 . Synthesis of reflex. A: response of sensory neuron, motor neuron, and gill contraction produced by 800-ms-step indentation delivered to siphon skin. B: repetitively firing the sensory neuron with intracellular current pulses 10 Hz for 800 ms produced eight spikes in the sensory neuron so as to simulate the activity of the sensory neuron population activated by weak point stimuli. The burst of activity in the sensory neuron produced a discharge in the motor neuron and a contraction of the gill similar to that produced by natural stimulation (A). The preparation was given at least 15 min rest between experimental manipulation to allow for recovery.
Sensory neuron spikes in B have been retouched to reduce bridge artifacts. In this and subsequent figures, gill contractions have been scored as percent of maximum spontaneous gill contractions (7, 14).
the tactile input of the reflex from the siphon skin.
Initiation of behavior by a single sensory neuron
If these analytic experiments are quantitatively correct one should be able to model the reflex response by stimulating a single sensory cell. If a given weak natural stimulus (approximately 1 g) activates up to eight cells and each cell fires only one to two spikes (6) then repetitively firing a single sensory neuron might approximate the response of several sensory neurons despite the tendency of the PSP to decrement and, therefore, simulate at least crudely the naturally produced behavior. We have, therefore, tried to transform the spatial pattern (which results from the activation of eight cells) to a temporal pattern involving eight spikes in a single cell. Figure 9 illustrates an experiment of this sort. Part A shows the sensory discharge from one mechanoreceptor neuron, the motor discharge from one gill motor neuron (LDG,), and the gill contraction produced by an 800-ms-step indentation to the skin. While only one sensory neuron and one motor neuron are illu strated, other sensory and motor neuron s, not being recorded from, are also activated and contribute to the resultant gill withdrawal.
In part B, repetitively firing the sensory neuron produced a discharge in the motor neuron and a contraction of the gill similar to that which occurred with natural stimulation of the skin. We saw earlier that the sensory neurons contribute significantly to the complex PSP in the motor neurons. This experiment demonstrates that a single sensory neuron can produce a complex EPSP that will fire a motor neuron and elicit the behavior.
In a few instances firing a single spike in one mechanoreceptor neuron produced a small gill contraction (Fig. 10) . Different sensory neurons vary in their effectiveness in firing the same motor cell and in producing the reflex. In the experiment of Fig. I1 four different sensory cells from a single experiment are illustrated.
In each case repetitively firing a cell produced a discharge in the motor neuron and a contraction of the gill. That the motor neuron is contributing to these contractions is illustrated in the last series of traces. The motor neuron in this experiment was LDG1, one of the two major gill motor neurons. Firing this motor neuron to mimic the discharge produced by the sensory neurons produced a significant portion of the whole reflex.
Habituation of reflex response
We have, so far, dealt only with the steadystate properties and contributions of the neural elements to the reflex. But one of the most interesting features are its dynamic properties, particularly its response to repeated stimuli (17). Based on the analysis of the reflex, one can now begin a quantitative analysis of its plastic properties. Relative contribution of different sensory neurons. A single motor neuron LDG, was continuously monitored while different mechanoreceptor neurons were tested. The mechanoreceptor neurons were fired repetitively with short (30 ms) current pulses at 10 Hz for 800 ms. In most cases this procedure produced eight to nine action potentials, but only four were produced in cell 3.
DECREMENT
OF COMPLEX AND MONOSYN-APTIC POTENTIALS.
By repeatedly presenting a tactile water-jet stimulus to the siphon, the amplitude of the gill contraction diminishes (17). Previous studies have shown that the depression of the reflex cannot be attributed to fatigue of the sensory discharge, accommodation of the motor neuron, or muscular fatigue (6,8, 15 ). Whereas the sensory response and motor neuron output is stable with repeated stimuli, the complex EPSP undergoes a profound depression (15).
We have now repeated these experiments using the quantifiable punctate stimuli in the isolated reflex preparation, which we used to investigate the stimulus response and stability of the mechanoreceptor neurons (6) and the stimulusresponse analysis of the reflex (Fig. 8) . Figure  12A illustrates these results. These data summarize the result of 33 training sessions in 10 different cells where after 15 min rest, a series of 10 stimuli were presented once every 30 s. The initial PSP amplitudes were scored as 100%. The peak amplitude of the complex PSP decreased to 45% of its initial value. The amplitude and time course of the depression parallels the habituation data of the intact animal (see Fig. 16 of ref 6 ) and strongly supports the previous findings that the critical change for the behavioral plasticity is the complex excitatory synaptic input to the motor cells. As we have shown above, a large part of the complex PSP is made up of the monosynaptic EPSPs from sensory to motor neurons. Indeed, the monosynaptic connection shows a similar time course and magnitude of depression. Figure 12B illustrates these results; a sensory neuron was repeatedly fired by an intracellular current pulse, which produced a short-latency monosynaptic PSP in the motoneuron.
The preparation was bathed in a solution of high divalent cation ion solution (Ca"+ and MgZ+ 3 times normal), which depresses the firing of interneurons and facilitates identification of the monosynaptic component.
The mean amplitude of the PSP for the first response in each session was 1.3 t 0.71 mV (mean t SD, N = 10 Just as the sensory neurons account for a good part of both the amplitude and the duration of the complex PSP, changes in the effectiveness of the sensory neuron connections appear to account for a good portion of the decrement.
It would, therefore, seem possible to produce habituation by repeated stimulation of a single sensory neuron. Figure 13 illustrates a test of this idea based on a simultaneous examination of a sensory neuron, motor neuron, and gill contraction.
In A tactile stimuli are repeatedly presented to the skin. The first stimulus produced a discharge in the sensory neuron, motor neuron, and a gill contraction.
With subsequent stimuli presented at 30-s intervals the sensory discharge showed no decrement, whereas the motor neuron response had decreased and so had the gill contraction.
In Fig. 13B , after a 15min rest the sensory neuron was fired to approximate the population response of the sensory neurons. The first sensory discharge produced a motor discharge and gill contraction, but subsequent sensory discharges every 30 s produced progressively less response in the motor neuron and progressively smaller gill contraction.
The experiments, therefore, provide independent support for the idea that the critical locus for the habituation is at the synapse between the mechanoreceptor neuron and their follower motor neurons (see also ref 9 and 10). 
DISCUSSION
One of the most interesting findings to emerge from the present study is that the firing of a single sensory neuron can elicit a large component of the gill-withdrawal reflex and that repetitively stimulating one cell simulates behavioral habituation.
These findings further support the critical role which these mechanoreceptor neurons play in the behavior.
It was previously shown that these neurons make monosynaptic excitatory connections onto motor neurons and that the depression of this excitatory postsynaptic potential paralleled the habituation in the intact animal (9, 10). In addition, the population of mechanoreceptor neurons innervate an area of skin which, when stimulated, could elicit the behavior (4). They responded to identical stimuli which trigger the reflex and they have overlapping receptive fields so that a given point on the skin might be expected to excite about eight cells (4). The activation and subsequent convergence of the afferent input onto the motor neurons might then be sufficient to produce the behavior; the extent of this contribution could not be directly assessed. While we cannot now specify precisely the quantitative contribution which each sensory neuron makes to the behavior (see below), we have found that the contribution is significant. Single sensory neurons, when fired rep&itively, can produce brisk discharges in gill motoneurons and large contractions of the gill (Figs. 9, 11, 13) . In favorable instances a single spike in a mechanoreceptor neuron can elicit a small gill contraction (Fig. 10) . The findings of mechanoreceptor neurons making large contributions to behavior parallels other invertebrate and vertebrate studies.
In the leech, single-action potentials in individual mechanoreceptor neurons also produce observable movement (16) and in humans, activity in a single hair receptor elicits a touch sensation (13).
The mechanoreceptor neurons contribute to both the early and late portions of the motor neuron complex PSP. But the discharges corresponding to the later portions (Fig. 4) are
13. Synthesis of short-term habituation. A: habituation to a tactile stimulation. A group of 10 stimuli were delivered to the siphon skin once every 30 s. The responses of the sensory neuron, motor neuron, and gill to first, second, and fifth stimulus presentations are illustrated. With repeated stimulation, the sensory neuron response remains stable, but the gill contractions and motor neuron response decrease. B: after a 15-min rest for recovery from habituation the sensory neuron was fired intracellularly with a burst of nine spikes once every 30 s. With repeated stimulation (of which only the first, second, and fifth are shown), the gill contraction and motor response also decrease. 
Depression of complex and monosynaptic PSPs
The depression of the complex excitatory postsynaptic potentials in the motor neurons due to punctate step force stimuli delivered to the skin in the isolated preparation parallel previous work using water-jet stimuli in the intact animal (15). In both studies the time course of the depression of the EPSP parallels the depression of the behavior.
The fact that the depression of the monosynaptic PSP parallels the complex decrement is consistent with the large contribution which the mechanoreceptor neurons make to the complex PSP in the motor neurons. These data provide strong and independently support the notion (10) that a decrease drive from the sensory neurons onto follower motor neurons is the locus for the short-term habituation.
In a subsequent paper we will show that this decrease in synaptic drive is in turn due to a decrease in the amount of transmitter released from the presynaptic terminals of the sensory neurons. 
